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What are capital goods?

2

Consumer goods
Directly increase utility

Capital goods
Used to produce consumer goods

Boulding, K.E., 1977, “Notes on goods, services, and cultural economics” Journal of Cultural Economics, 1(1):1-12

Note that consumption isn’t the same 
thing as enjoyment. Consumption is an 

unavoidable side effect of the 
utilisation of a good. 

• “Capital” is any durable asset
• It’s distinct from land or labour, 

since capital is human-created
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Capital goods as Play-Doh

3The capital as Play-Doh vs. capital as Lego analogy originates with Peter Boettke

Capital goods as Lego

• Homogeneous
• Easy to alter
• Perfect substitutability

• Heterogeneous
• Hard to alter
• Complementarity important

Exercise

4

Make a 
boat

Make a 
truck

Your entrepreneurial judgment is that trucks are the most profitable use of resource
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Capital goods are heterogeneous

“Capital resources are heterogeneous. 
Capital, as distinct from labour and land, 
lacks a 'natural' unit of measurement. 
While we may add head to head (even 
woman's head to man's head) and acre to 
acre (possibly weighted by an index of 
fertility) we cannot add beer barrels to 
blast furnaces nor trucks to yards of 
telephone wire”

Ludwig Lachmann 

5Lachmann, L., (1956) Capital and its Structure, Sheed Andrews and McMeel, p.2

We can’t measure Lego!

• Relationships between capital goods are supposed to be in 
physical  units

• How do you add 1 tractor to 1 barrel of oil?
• There is no common denominator
• Solution: measure the value of output
• But we can only use market prices as a guide if they are 

equilibrium prices!
• The value of a capital good depends on the production plan

6

Count the tubs

List the 
inventory
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Heterogeneous capital goods have two key properties

7

Asset 
specific

Capital goods can only be used 
for a limited number of purposes

At any moment devoted to its 
most profitable use (in the mind 
of the entrepreneur)

Often put to different uses than 
originally planned

Complementary

Capital goods must be used 
jointly, but not in any 
combination

Entrepreneurs needs to find the 
“optimal combination”

Economic change will 
disintegrate capital combinations

Lachmann, L., (1956) Capital and its Structure, Sheed Andrews and McMeel, p.2

The structure of production

8

Interest rates are the 
signal that consumers send 
to producers about their 

time preference

Prices are the signals that tell producers what consumers demand them
Interest rates are the signals that tell producers when they will demand it
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Capital structure and the theory of the firm

• Firms are collections of capital resources
• Growth of a firm is capital accumulation
• A firm’s survival depends on it’s ability to readjust its 

capital structure in response to changes in market 
conditions
– Complex capital structures may imply vulnerability

• “Capital value”: the perceived value of a particular 
production plan

• We’re talking about the process of how capital valuations 
function within a market (meaning) rather than the size of 
the capital stock (measurement)

• We cannot measure the capital stock
• We can only talk about the structure of capital

9

The Millennium Dome

• Run by New Millennium Experience Company (NMEC), a 
public sector organisation with backing from the New 
Labour government

• Built on the Prime Meridian in Greenwich
• Focal point for New Year celebrations on Dec. 31st 1999
• Open to the public with a range of exhibitions
• Forecast of 12m visitors per year

10
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Inside the exhibition space

11

Just 6m visitors
Closed Dec 31st 2000

The numbers
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12Source: National Audit Office, http://www.nao.org.uk/publications/0102/winding_up_the_new_millennium.aspx

Costs didn’t overrun too 
much, the problem was a 

lack of demand.
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The O2

• Sold to Anschutz Entertainment Group in 2005
• The shell was used to create a 20,000 seat entertainment 

centre branded as the O2 arena (for £6m pa)
• Opened in June 2007 with a concert by Bon Jovi
• Has also hosted Barclay’s ATP World Tour Finals, NHL, NBA 

matches and other major sporting events

13See http://www.theo2.co.uk/

Key points

• Switching the use of the Dome took time and was costly
• Capital goods need to be completely reconfigured
• Sale of assets raised £4.5m

– Art galleries bought some of the installations
– Theme parks bought some waste bins etc
– Significantly less than they were “worth” as part of the Dome
– Other assets (e.g. staff uniforms) useless

14See the “Millennium Dome Collection”, http://www.dome2000.com
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Sinclair C5: the idea

• Battery powered tricycle
• Top speed 15 miles per hour (no need for driving license)
• Launched in January 1985 – retailed at £399 + £29 delivery

– Roughly £1,400 circa 2020

15Watch the original infomercial: https://youtu.be/l5N937V8ZOw

Sinclair C5: the result

• Battery life was impeded by cold weather
• Drivers weren’t protected from elements
• Safety concerns due to low ground position and lack of 

protection
• No gears
• Motor overheated

Ø But they did sell 17,000 units!

16For more details: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sinclair_C5

Went into 
receivership 
October 1985 
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Bertha

17Can’t just switch from producing Sinclair C5s to producing iPods…
Entrepreneurship = moving assets from low value to high value uses
See https://twitter.com/Peston/status/1239135453909041156

Top 10 dying industries

18Source: “Ten Key Industries That Will Decline, Even After the Economy Revives”, IBIS World, May 2011
See “Top 10 Dying Industries”, Wall Street Journal, March 28th 2011
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Corporate turnaround is about rearranging the capital structure

• Dan-Air was a UK airline sold to BA in 1992 for £1
• Key question for crisis management: Where is the highest value use 

of your assets?
• Some assets are worth less in alternative production plans:

– [If] “the assets are… divorced from the markets or contracts 
they are intended to serve, ... They fetch less than they would 
if they had been sold out of an ongoing business”

• Some are worth nothing:
– “there was little scope for creating more value by converting 

the assets to some other purpose”
• Some are in fact worth more:

– “A jumbo-sized hangar, at London’s Gatwick airport... Was on 
the books for £7 million. The hangar had limited operational 
value for Dan-Air... But it was the only hangar at Gatwick 
capable of serving a 747. It was certainly going to be valuable 
to other airlines. We eventually sold the hangar for £23 
million”

• So factor this into original planning
– “In creating a special-purpose asset like a factory, you must 

build in flexibility so you can get out of it if you need to”

19See James, D.N., (2002) “The Trouble I’ve Seen”, Harvard Business Review

Finding a good Lego design

20

10120 possible 
unique 

creations

The universe 
has 1080 atoms
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Task

• Imagine a design space containing all possible designs
– e.g a chess board with each square representing a 

different combination of blocks
• Each design has a rod above it, the height of which 

represents the fit
– A plan that is well suited to a particular environment, 

at a particular moment in time, has the best fit
• e.g. It’s presented to a panel of judges

• You want to find the best designs
• This will be very difficult:

– The chance of ever finding the highest peak is tiny
– Even then, it won’t remain the highest peak over time

21Beinhocker, E.D., 2006, The Origin of Wealth, Harvard Business School Press

Examples

22

Good fit Bad fit
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Alternative landscapes

23

Perfect orderRandom Actual

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Epistasis_and_landscapes.png

• Most small changes have little effect
• Some small changes have big effects

In search of the highest peak

• Your objective is to find the highest peak you can at any 
moment in time

• Situation: 
1. It is dark and you cannot see anything. You can only 

sense whether you are getting higher or lower
2. There is a low lying fog. If you go too low you will 

choke and die
3. As the environment changes the landscape will change 

at different speeds. Some part will be stable, some 
will move quickly

• You start in a random place. What is your strategy?

24
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Adaptive walk

25

Pro
Can quickly 
scale the 
nearest peak

Con
Can get stuck 
on a local 
maximum

Beinhocker, E.D., 2006, The Origin of Wealth, Harvard Business School Press

Random jumps

26

Pro
Can go across 
valleys

Con
High risk
• Can land in the fog
• Most surface area 

of a cone is in the 
bottom half, 
therefore most 
likely to land 
somewhere low

Beinhocker, E.D., 2006, The Origin of Wealth, Harvard Business School Press
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Adaptive walk with random jumps (weighted towards smaller jumps)

27

Pros
• Won’t get stuck 

on low peaks
• Unlikely to land 

in low valleys 

Also
Assume we can 
choose multiple 
plans
• Most resources 

devoted to adapted 
walk on known 
terrain

• Still able to discover 
new ground

• Some plans will fail

Beinhocker, E.D., 2006, The Origin of Wealth, Harvard Business School Press

Business and evolution

• An evolutionary strategy strikes the right balance between 
exploration and exploitation
– When you are on a high peak focus on exploitation
– When you are in a valley focus on exploration

28

Evolutionary components Business examples

A design space of possible designs Strategic imagination

A schema that codes those designs Business plans

A set of building blocks that underlie the 
designs 

Resources
- Human
- Physical
- Intangible

A schema reader that turns those designs 
into reality 

Management teams

An environment where 
evolutionary competition takes place 

The marketplace

Evolution follows an adaptive 
walk with random jumps

Beinhocker, E.D., 2006, The Origin of Wealth, Harvard Business School Press
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Importance of intangible capital

29

Synergies - intangibles are 
disproportionately valuable in 
combination with others

Scalability - intangible 
capital can easily be scaled

Spillovers - the benefits 
accrue to other firms

Sunkeness - failed intangibles 
can be worthless to others

Westlake, S., Inequality and intangible capital, January 30th 2023
https://stianstian.medium.com/inequality-and-intangible-capital-2452d5735725

Economies are complex adaptive systems

• “Composed of myriad individual constituents or agents that 
take on collective characteristics that are generally 
unpredictable in detail from their underlying components 
even if the dynamics of their interactions are known”

• Biological organisms and social ecosystems have a similar 
underlying network structure
i. Fractal like
ii. Space filling 
iii. Invariant terminal units 

• e.g. the capillaries of an elephant are the same size as a 
shrew. The electrical outlets of a skyscraper are the 
same size as in a family house

30West, G., 2017 [2018], Scale, Weidenfeld & Nicolson, p.323
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How to proceed

• One way to view the business landscape is the fog of losses 
below, and a mist of uncertainty higher up

• We can’t see the peaks

31https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/6/66/DE_landscape.png
* Litzius, K., “How does a lightning bolt find its target?”, Journal of Unanswered Questions, 9(2):13-14, September 2019

Like lightning:
“the current path is apparently 
selected randomly by slowing down at 
a given position and then randomly 
selecting the next to jump to”*

For further resources: https://anthonyjevans.com/capital-theory/ 32

Caspar David Friedrich, The Wanderer above the Sea of Fog, 1817-18, Kunsthalle, Hamburg, Germany


